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Abstract
With the increasing complexities in supply chains and increasing global trade, integrated supply
chain network design is utilized by the firms in order to reduce the overall cost while meeting the
customer demand with requisite levels of service. This view of collaborative approach towards
supply chain design has the potential of providing competitive edge for the firms in a highly
competitive environment with high variability of end customer demand.
In this study we present a framework for the design of a multi echelon supply chain network
facing uncertain demand. We develop a comprehensive procedure for the optimization of a multi
echelon supply chain. We provide the details of each step to describe the methodology and
develop mathematical models for the design of a multi echelon distribution network. The
procedure has been developed for the design of network flow and the placement of safety stock
for a multi echelon distribution network.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
"Supply Chain Management (SCM) is a set of approaches utilized to efficiently integrate
suppliers, manufacturers, warehouses, and stores, so that merchandise is produced and
distributed at right quantities, to the right locations, and at the right time, in order to minimize
system wide costs while satisfying service-level requirements" (Simchi-Levi, 2004). The field of
SCM has received enormous attention in the recent years, as it can be utilized effectively by
firms as a tool for gaining a competitive edge in the increasingly competitive markets.
Historically, the echelons of the supply chain, warehouse, distributors, retailers, etc., have been
managed independently, buffered by large inventories. Increasing competitive pressures and
market globalization have forced firms to adopt innovative techniques to design the supply chain
that can deliver the requisite service with least cost. To remain competitive and decrease
inventory, the firms must use multi-echelon inventory management interactively, while reducing
operating costs and improving customer service.
A supply chain is a dynamic, stochastic, and complex system that might involve hundreds of
participants. The supply chain consists of various echelons or stages. Inventory usually
represents from 20 to 60 per cent of the total assets of manufacturing firms (Arnold 1998).
Therefore, systems for inventory management are critical in determining the profitability of
firms. With the increasing complexities in supply chains and increasing global trade, integrated
supply chain network design is utilized by the firms in order to reduce the overall cost while
meeting the customer demand with requisite levels of service.
In this study we present a framework for the design of a multi echelon supply chain network
facing uncertain demand. We provide the details of each step to describe the methodology and
develop mathematical models for the design of a multi echelon distribution network.
We introduce the study by an overview of the work that has been accomplished by eminent
researchers in the areas of network design and multi echelon supply chains. Chapter 2 provides
an overview of the network design and planning. We discuss supply chain network design
framework developed by Chopra and Mendel (2003). We also provide the considerations for the
design of a distribution network.
In Chapter 3 we introduce the multi echelon supply chains. We discuss the traditional inventory
management models and discuss their limitations to deal with inventory management in a multi
echelon supply chain. We discuss two of the most important models developed for the design of
inventory management in the multi echelon supply chains: Clark-Scarf model and Simpson's
Model. We provide the mathematical formulation for both to enhance the understanding of the
concepts we are using in developing our framework.
Chapter 4 provides the problem definition and the perspective for the framework developed
during this study. We provide an overview of the concepts used and introduce the steps in the
framework to be discussed in detail in the forthcoming chapters. In Chapters 5, 6 and 7 we
discuss the three stage procedure introduced in Chapter 4. We develop the mathematical models
in the chapters 5,6, and 7 which corresponds to the stages of the framework developed in the
previous chapter.
Chapter 8 provides description of a multi echelon supply chain that we used as a case to validate
and develop our research. We introduce the key features of the supply chain to build a practical
perspective. In chapter 9 data analysis for the case discussed in chapter 8 has been provided. In
this chapter we describe the application of the concepts and models developed in the previous
chapters. Chapter 10 provides a review of the work done during this study and enumerates key
contributions and areas of future research.
Chapter 2 An Overview: Network Planning & Design
In this chapter an overview of the network design for a supply chain is provided. The major
focus is on the facility location and capacity allocation while considering the design of a supply
chain. In order to describe the models for the network design we discuss the factors influencing
the supply chain network design decisions. Our discussion is based on the frame for the network
design decision developed by Chopra & Meindl (2004). The supply chain network design
decisions are:
* The role played by each facility
* Where the facilities be located
* Capacity Allocation: how much capacity to be allocated to each facility
* Market and supply allocation: what markets should each facility serve and which supply
sources should feed each facility
The facility location decisions have a long term impact on the performance of a supply chain.
The location of the facility should be decided on the basis of service factors and the overall cost
considerations, whereas the capacity allocation decisions have great impact on the ability of a
supply chain to serve the customers and accommodate the increased demand during the planning
period. The capacity level at each facility should be representative of the tradeoff between the
cost of excess capacity and the cost of not serving the market.
2.1 The factors considered for network design decisions:
In this section we state the factors that influence the decisions regarding supply chain network
design and proved an overview from the business perspective.
A firm's business strategy has a major impact on the supply chain network design decisions. The
firm's level of focus on the responsiveness, cost, service, availability has significant bearing in
the structure and objectives for the supply chain design and operation. It is important for the firm
to identify its mission and strategic role of each facility in the supply chain.
The technological factors in the production and supply chain operation play an important role in
the way the manufacturing facilities and the distribution facilities are designed and operated. The
available technologies for the operation of the supply chain certainly play an important role in
deciding the level of complexity in the operation that can be handled by the network.
Macroeconomic factors including the taxes, tariffs exchange rate and other economic factors
play an important role especially in the wake of increase global trade. The factors such as
exchange rate and demand risk are very crucial to be considered while designing the global
supply chains.
Logistics and facility cost are two of the factors concerning the operating efficiencies of the
supply chain that have a significant bearing on the ability of the firm to meet its objectives and
draw business competitive strategy in many case. The logistics and facility cost incurred in the
supply chain are function of the number of facilities, location and capacity. The costs involving
the inventory, transportation and facility should be considered to design the supply chains with
efficient operational capabilities while meeting the customer demand at the desired service
levels.
2.2 A Framework
In this section we discuss a framework for the supply chain design given by (Chopra & Meindl,
2004). While designing the structure of the supply chain for the firm the basic objective is to
maximize the firm's profit while satisfying the end customer needs in terms of demand and
responsiveness. The framework in order to achieve the objective has been shown in the Fig 1.
Figure 1 A Framework for Network Design (Chopra & Meindl, 2004)
The supply chain design framework has four major phases described as below:
Phase I Define the supply chain strategy:
The firm's competitive strategy majorly defines the supply chain strategy in terms of service
levels and cost factors involved and thus defining the capabilities of the supply chain. This phase
starts with clear definition of the firms competitive strategy as the set of customer need that the
firm's supply chain aims to satisfy.
Phase II Network Planning
In this phase of network design the regions are indentified for facility location and the proposals
are outlined with approximate capacity levels. The high level forecasting is applied to identify
the local need of each region and the definition are provided regarding the service factors
affecting the various regions thus providing a contrast between the supply chain design
requirements in the different regions. The economies of scale and scope are utilized to design the
network with highest efficiencies and lowest costs. The demand risk, exchange risk and political
risk is identified and the necessary factors are incorporated in the analysis for different regional
markets. The regional configuration defines the approximate number of facilities in the region
along with their scale and scope.
Phase III Select desirable sites
In this phase a set of potential sits in each region for each type of facility is identified. The sites
are selected on the basis of the analysis of hard and soft infrastructural requirements.
Phase IV Location choices
In this phase the precise location and capacity of each facility is defined by using various
mathematical models out of the set of desirable sites. The network is designed to maximize the
firm's profit taking into account the expected margins and demand in each region and the various
logistics and facility cost.
2.3 Distribution Network Design
Distribution network is a key area for influencing the supply chain efficiency and
competitiveness. It refers to the movement of material from suppliers to the customers through
the intermediary stages to serve the end customer demand. Distribution system represents in
many cases the competitive strategy of the firm especially in retail sector. Here we define the
factors that influence distribution network design. The performance of a distribution network is
evaluated on the two basic factors; customer's needs that are met and the cost of meeting
the customer need (Chopra & Meindl, 2004). Thus a firm must evaluate the best tradeoff
between the customer's need that need to be met and the cost of meeting those needs. The
distribution systems should reflect the basic tradeoffparameters.
The customer service parameters that are influenced by the distribution systems are Response
time, Product variety, Product availability, Customer experience, Order visibility, Returnability.
Response time reflects the time between a customer order placement and the delivery of desired
products. The product variety is the diversity of product types and variations that a customer
expects form the single point source. The product availability is the probability of having a
product in stock when demand happens. The product availability is generally measure by the
service level that has many variations depending upon the system in place in the firm. The other
factors also represent important factors that may influence the customer demand. The level of
customer need to be satisfied depends on the type of customer segment and the firm's
business strategy.
Costs of serving the customer needs:
The costs on meeting the customers need arise from the four following factors in a supply chain
* Inventories
* Transportation
* Facilities and handling
* Information
With an increase in the number of facilities the cost of carrying inventory increases. The
transportation cost for the supply chain increases with decrease in the number of facilities. The
factors inventory and transportation are tightly relate with customer service levels.
Thus a firm should configure the distribution network that maximizes the profitability thus
building the best tradeoff between the customer service and the cost of serving the customer
needs. The design of the distribution system should be inclined toward achieving the set
customer service levels at minimum possible cost.
2.4 Summary
In this section we provided an overview of the supply chain network design and described the
important factors that affect the design configuration. In this study we make an attempt towards
designing a distribution network in the situation of uncertain demand. We also provide
framework for the supply chain configuration and discuss a case study to show the application
of the work done.
Chapter 3 An Overview: Multi Echelon Supply Chain
In this section we provide an overview of the multi echelon supply chain design and
management. An attempt has been made to provide a basis for the material developed in later
chapters.
3.1 Inventory Management using traditional approaches
In this section we provide an overview of some of the traditional approaches for managing
inventories and their limitations (Silver, 1998). We discuss the methods used under different set
of situation and develop the basic framework requisite to understand the inherent complexities in
the multi echelon systems.
We discuss the models for managing the single item inventories in two general cases,
deterministic demand and probabilistic demand.
Deterministic models:
In case of deterministic demand to manage inventories the Economic Order Quantity (EOQ)
model is used to provide the order quantity considering the trade-off between ordering cost and
the inventory holding cost. This model can be used in the situations when the conditions are
stable and there are no fluctuations in the demand. The variations of the basic EOQ model have
been developed in order to accommodate the practical realities of the systems.
In order to deal with the situations with deterministic time varying demand there is a set of
popular models that have been developed to be applicable in different situations. The most
widely used methods are Wagner-Whittin method, Silver meal heuristics, part period balancing.
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The various methods described provide a solution on the basis of multi period algorithms and
heuristics.
Probabilistic models:
In the situations when demand is probabilistic the models described above are irrelevant for the
management of inventory. The models above can only be used when the demand is deterministic
or has very little variation. In the case of probabilistic demand there is uncertainty regarding the
actual demand experienced by a facility thus exact prediction about the level of inventory at a
certain point in time is not possible. In order to cover this uncertainty and fulfill the customer
demand considering a certain service level safety stock is required. Thus in such an inventory
management system the total inventory just before the demand is fulfilled is basically a sum of
safety stock and mean demand. The level of safety stock depends on two factors the variability in
demand over lead time and the required customer service level.
In order to manage individual item demand there are two basic types of inventory planning
models in case of probabilistic demand. In the first type the models are based on the assumption
that the inventory status is continuously monitored and the order is placed when the inventory
level reaches a predefined level. In the second type the inventory status is determined after a
certain pre specified periods of time and an order is placed at the end of that period that is equal
to the difference between current inventory level and a pre specified quantity or order up to level.
One model of each type has been defined below:
3.1.1 Continuous-review: Order-point, Order-up-to-level (s, S) Policy
In this policy, the inventory level is continuously reviewed. An order is placed, as soon as the
inventory level reaches a predefined level (s), which covers the difference between the current
inventory level and the pre defined order up to level (S).
Now we will define the model parameters namely reorder point (s), order up to level(S) and the
order quantity (Q). The forecast error or the demand standard deviation is used to set the order
point. The order-up-to-level (S) is the sum of the inventory level at the reorder point and the
Economic Order Quantity (Q). The equations used for calculating the safety stock, the reorder
point, and the order-up-to-level are shown below.
Q*: Economic order Quantity (EOQ)
XL : Average demand over lead time
atL : Standard deviation of forecast error over lead time
k : Safety factor (based on required service level)
kaL: Safety Stock (SS)
Reorder point (s) = XL + kr L
Order upto level (S) = s+ Q*
3.1.2 Periodic-review: Order-up-to-level (R, S) Policy
In this policy, the inventory level is reviewed only after certain predetermined time intervals (R).
An order is placed to restore the inventory level to a predetermined order-up-to level. The (R,S)
policy is also known as "Base stock" policy because the order quantity is based
on a predetermined order up to level.
This policy is in common use in industry as it does not require continuous monitoring of the
inventory level and thus makes it easy to manage inventory, especially where computerized
systems are not used for inventory planning. This is also a preferred policy when several
different items need to be ordered together, for reasons such as reducing transportation costs by
ordering full truckload quantities or ordering sufficient quantity to fill a shipping container when
ordering goods from overseas suppliers (Silver, 1998).
The parameters of the (R, S) policy are determined as follows:
R: Review period
XR+L: Average demand over time R + L
oR+L: Standard deviation of forecast error over R + L
Safety stock = k aR+L
S = XR+L + kaR+L
3.1.3 Limitation of Single Item Inventory Policies
Although the inventory systems described above are very prevalent in the industry (especially
(R,S) system) but there are several strong limitations for their use in practical situations. The
major limitation of the single item single point systems as described above have been mentioned
as follows:
In cases where the items flow through multiple locations like in the case of distribution systems
to satisfy the end customer demand the traditional single echelon approaches as described fail
to provide an optimal system for fulfillment of the end demand. Although the systems such as
(R,S) policies can be utilized to manage each facility independently but in such scenario the
system structure and management policies for the set of adjacent stages used to fulfill the end
demand is far from optimal in terms of total cost of supply chain management. Thus it is
apparent that moving forward more integrated approaches are required to design the policies for
the management of multi location systems which are very prevalent in the industry now a days
and with increasing complexity due to global trade the design and implementation of such
systems is even more required. In the next section we provide an over view of the multi echelon
supply chain.
3.2 Multi-Echelon Inventory Management
Most manufacturing enterprises are organized into networks of manufacturing and distribution
sites that procure raw material, process them into finished goods, and distribute the finish goods
to customers.
The terms 'multi-echelon' production/ distribution networks are also synonymous with
such networks, when an item moves through more than one stage before reaching the final
customer. Inventories exist throughout the supply chain in various forms for various reasons.
Inventories have to be maintained at the distribution warehouses, and they exist in-transit, or 'in
the pipeline', on each path linking these facilities.
Manufacturers procure raw material from suppliers and process them into finished goods, sell the
finished goods to distributors, and then to retail and/ or customers. When an item moves through
more than one stage before reaching the final customer, it forms a 'multi-echelon' inventory
system. The echelon stock of a stock point equals all stock at this stock point, plus in-transit to or
on-hand at any of its downstream stock points, minus the backorders at its downstream stock
points (Diks E.B., De Kok A.G. 1998).
Given the importance of multi echelon systems, many researchers have studied their operating
characteristics under a variety of conditions and assumptions. Since the development of the
economic order quantity (EOQ) formula by Harris (1913), researchers and practitioners have
been actively concerned with the analysis and modeling of inventory systems under different
operating parameters and modeling assumptions. Research on multi-echelon inventory models
has gained importance over the last decade because integrated control of supply chains
consisting of several processing and distribution stages has become feasible through modern
information technology. Clark and Scarf (1960) were the first to study the two echelon inventory
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model. They proved the optimality of a base-stock policy for the pure-serial inventory system
and developed an efficient decomposing method to compute the optimal base-stock ordering
policy. Owing to the complexity and intractability of the multi-echelon problem, Hadley and
Whitin recommend the adoption of single-location, single-echelon models for the inventory
systems. Sherbrooke considered an ordering policy of a two-echelon model for warehouse and
retailer. It is assumed that stock-outs at the retailers are completely backordered. Also,
Sherbrooke developed the METRIC (multi-echelon technique for recoverable item control)
model, which identifies the stock levels that minimize the expected number of backorders at the
lower-echelon subject to a budget constraint. This model is the first multi-echelon inventory
model for managing the inventory of service parts. In addition to analytical models, simulation
models have also been developed to capture the complex interactions of the multi-echelon
inventory problems.
Thus far there have been numerous efforts have been made to develop solutions for multi
echelon inventory management systems in various situations. Muckstadt and Thomas (1980)
have given a comparison between the use of Level decomposition (single location inventory
management) methods to item decomposition (multi echelon inventory management) methods in
a low demand rate item scenario. They have considered a Poisson demand rate and employed
(S-1,S) policy to arrive at the inventory management cost comparison between the two methods.
They conclude that higher the number of low demand rate items there are in the system more
beneficial is the use of a multi echelon system with the amount of savings that can have a
significant strategic impact. Hausman & Erkip (1994) have provided an analysis for low demand
rate high relative cost items considering passion demand rate and (S-1,S) inventory management
policy. In this study they have put forward the level of penalty due to sub optimality in the
system due to use of single location inventory management policies instead of multi echelon
systems. They have provided a method to give better parameterization of the single location
methods to give the inventory management policies for a low demand rate high cost items when
stock-out demand is met by emergency ordering basis. Concluding the paper with the remarks
they have provided the penalty for using improved single location methods in place of multi
echelon policies is of the level of 3-5%. Muckstadt, Murray, Rappold and Collins (2001) have
given a strategic framework for the collaboration between the components of the supply chain to
draw strategic advantage. They have provided the prerequisite for the designing of supply chain
to gain the optimal system including the alignment of business processes, the information sharing
across partners and the infrastructural requirements for the level of collaboration. Hinojosa,
Kalcsics, Nickel, Puerto, Velten (2006) discuss the problem of facility location considering the
transportation and inventory costs tradeoff. The service factor considerations have been included
in the analysis. They provide further solution by simplifying the algorithm using Lagrange
relaxation. Guaranteed Service Model (Graves & Willems, Jan 2000) developed on the basis of
Simpson's serial supply chain model for the evaluation of safety stocks in a multi echelon supply
chain has been extensively implemented for the evaluation of inventory policies considering
guaranteed service times for the replenishment for a downstream stage by an immediate
predecessor. We describe this model in detail in chapter 6 where an attempt has been made to
develop the inventory policies for a distribution network. In the forthcoming sections we
describe popular serial supply chain models as a precursor to our discussion in chapter 6.
3.3 Serial supply chain model
3.3.1 Clark-Scarf Model
One of best techniques to evaluate the safety stocks in a multi echelon system is formulated by
Clark and Scarf (1960). This is basically a decomposition model in which we consider the most
downstream stage first that faces the customer demand and then the inventory levels at the next
upstream installation are evaluated based on the additional cost due to stochastic delays.
We describe the Clark and Scarf model for a simple two level serial system as shown in Fig 2.
The model assumption used in this overview follows from the work done by Fredergruen and
Zipkin (1984) which provides the application of the Clark-Scarf model in the case of infinite
planning horizon.
Stage 2
Figure 2 A two echelon serial inventory system
3.3.1.1 Model Assumption and Notations:
The model assumptions are as follows:
1. The inventory management policy used at each stage is based on periodic review.
2. The period demand at the downstream installation (stage 1; Fig 2) is assumed to be
normally distributed and independent across periods.
3. The demand that cannot be met is backordered.
4. The installation 1 is replenished by installation 2 and the installation 2 is replenished by
an outside supplier.
5. The lead times are integral set of periods. There are standard holding and backorder cost
but no ordering costs.
We will use the notation as given below:
Lj: Lead time for replenishment at installation j
i: Average period demand
r : Standard deviation of period demand
ej : Non-negative echelon holding cost per unit and period at installation j
h• : Holding cost per unit and period at installation j; h, = el + e2; h2 = e2
bl: Shortage cost per period
ILj: Installation stock inventory level at installation j just before the period demand
ILj : Echelon stock inventory level at installation j just before the period demand
D (n): Stochastic demand during n periods
Y2 : Echelon stock inventory level at installation 2 in period just before the period
demand
y, : Echelon stock inventory level at installation 1 in period t+L2 just before the period
demand
In this model we do consider the inventory holding cost during transportation from installation 2
to installtionl, h2gL 1 as these costs are not affected by the nature of inventory policy and would
not have no impact on the mathematical model formulation and solution. The objective of the
model described here is minimizing the total expected inventory holding and backorder costs per
period.
2.3.1.2 Model formulation and results
For the installation the installation stock is same as echelon stock and the echelon holding cost
el = hi - h2 which represent holding cost on the value added when going form stage 2 to sage
Without proving the inventory policy at this stage let us consider t be an arbitrary period of time,
after ordering in period t the installation 2 has certain echelon inventory level position Y2. Now
for installation 2 the echelon stock inventory position in period t+L2 just before the period
demand is ILe2 where;
ILe2 = Y2 - D(L 2)
Where D(L 2) has mean/t 2 = L2Mi and standard deviation r2 = (L2)1/2 r.
Let us consider the echelon stock inventory position at installation 1 (yli) after the ordering has
taken place in period t+L2.Without assuming the inventory policy we can conclude that:
Yi <- ILe = y2 - D(L 2)
Now the inventory level at installation 1 after the demand period t+LI+L 2 is yl-D (L1+1). Where
D (LI+ 1) has mean pt = (L1 + 1)Mt and standard deviation, a,' = (L1 + 1)1/2a.
For installation 2 the installation stock inventory position right after the ordering for installation
1 is (IL2)+ = ILe2 - l. This is also the installation inventory position during the whole period at
installation 2.
The average holding costs at the installation 2 in period t+L2 can be expressed as:
C2 = h2E(ILe - Yi) = h2 E(y 2 - D(L 2) - Yl
And the average holding cost at the installation 1 in period t+L1+L2 are obtained as:
C1 = hlE((y1 - D(L 1 + 1)) + + blE((y1 - D(L 1 + 1))-)
-h (y, - pL ) + (h, + bl)E((yl - D(L 1 + 1))-)
Now relocating the cost terms in order to obtain the cost equation independent of the echelon
stock inventory levels we transfer the last term, - h2y1 to stage 1 equation. The cost terms






ely 1 - h1(I ) + (h, + bl)E((yl - D(L 1 + 1))-)
The optimal policy at installation 1 is independent of y2. Considering that we can choose any
value of yl let us denote it by y^ 1 it gives us the equation:
c^ (y=) = - h,• ; + (h, + bl)c'" G • -)Orl
The loss function G (v) is convex and G' (v) = q(v) - 1
Now considering the first order condition we can obtain the optimal y^ given as under:
S P) e2 + b,\) ) hi + b,
Similarly we can derive the equation for optimal policy at installation 2 and obtain a cost
equation in y2
Thus we at installation 2 we can implement the optimal echelon inventory order up to level
policy with S2 = yj
The above method is easy to generalize to be used for more than 2 stage serial system. In order to
further simplify the implementation if the model we can convert the echelon stock policy to
installation stock policy as given:
S2 = S2 - Sf and
si, = sf,
Thus from the above analysis we can determine the order-up-to-levels for the installation stock at
various stages in a multi echelon network.
Now we describe another very popular model in the field of multi echelon inventory
management called Simpson model.
3.3.2 Simpson Model
In this model the multi echelon inventory management has been discussed with respect to a serial
supply chain. We provide this discussion as a precursor for the understanding of more complex
multi echelon inventory management described in chapter 6.
3.3.2.1 Assumptions and Notations:
1. Demand is considered to be independent normally distributed random variable with mean
pt and standard deviation a each period. This is the only source of uncertainty in the
model.
2. Each stage operates on base stock control policy. In effect (R,S) policy is used at each
stage to control the local inventory.
3. No capacity constraints are observed.
4. Production Lead time is Ti for a stage i and is assumed to be deterministic.
5. Service time quoted by a stage i to its immediate downstream stage i+l is denoted by Si
this is the time after which the order shall be fulfilled for the downstream stage.
6. Replenishment lead time for a stage i is the time required for procuring material from an
upstream stage and processing at the stage itself.
Replenishment lead time, Li = Si-1 + Ti and thus Si 5 Li
7. In order to determine base stock level at each stage a serve level has been assigned to
each stage.




The pipeline stock for each stage is Tijp, where the above notation has been used.
Pipeline stock cost calculations:
In order to calculate the cost of total pipeline stock in the supply chain pipeline stock at each
stage has been multiplied with the average value of the inventory at the stage. For
simplification the holding cost has been considered in order to determine cost of the pipeline
inventory.
Thus, Pipeline stock cost = N(1 l, )
Where ho = 0.
The decision variables for the model generated in the paper are the service times for each
stage. In this case the pipeline inventory will remain same irrespective of the service times
determined. Thus the analysis and problem formulation does not include the pipeline stock
cost.
Safety Stock:
Safety Stock at a stage I is given by: Li - Si
Ii = ki a IL7 - Si where ki depends on the service level set for the stage i.
Holding Cost:
The holding cost at a stage is calculated by considering the total cost added up to that stage
by all the previous stages denoted by Vi and multiplying it by the holding cost (a).
Thus the inventory holding cost, hi = aVi
Safety stock cost calculations:
The cost of safety stock held at the stage i is hiIi and thus the total safety stock cost for the
supply chain is ZN= hi Ii.
3.3.2.3 Model formulation:
Considering the above assumptions and observations, the optimization problem has been
formulated into a mathematical model for finding the optimal service times or equivalently




Ii = kia JS-1 + Ti - S i= 1,...,N
s.t.
O Si < Si-_+ T i= 1,...,N
Thus the objective function minimizes the inventory cost in the supply chain based on the service
times as decision variables.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter the inventory management models have been described. An overview has been
provided for the traditional inventory management systems and their limitations for the multi
echelon systems. Multi echelon systems have been introduced and the work done in this field has
been revisited. Also a model for design of the inventory policies for a serial supply chain has
been described. In the chapters ahead we describe the application of the multi echelon models for
the supply chain optimization.
Chapter 4 Distribution Network Design
4.1 Problem Definition
The purpose of this section is to define and scope the general problem for which an attempt has
been made to develop a practical perspective and solution in the following sections.
The demand at the end customer level has to be fulfilled using a multi-echelon distribution
network with multiple locations at each stage. The facilities at each stage in the supply chain
have to be located geographically to deliver the goods for replenishment at a downstream stage
to meet the end customer demand. There are service level requirements for the fulfillment of end
customer demand generally set by the business policies and the stock out cost considerations.
The facilities at each stage may be owned by separate business entities thus the distribution
network can be a shared supply chain. The SKU demand is stochastic in nature and steady over a
short planning horizon. The purpose of this study is to develop and suggest a method for the
distribution network design in order to fulfill the customer demand at the minimum possible
supply chain management cost for the channel.
4.2 A Perspective
The general situation and the associated problem defined above can be witnessed across business
categories particularly depicts the structures in the retailing scenarios. In order to solve the
problem defined above and achieve the set objectives the multiple facilities at each stage have to
be aligned in order to minimize the overall cost of supply chain management to meet the end
customer demand originating at the extreme downstream end of the supply chain. The
comprehensive view of the supply chain has to be considered for designing the network flow
patterns for the various SKU groups thus in effect designing the distribution network based on
SKU physical and stochastic demand characteristics.
In order to solve the problem defined in the section above we propose the approach described in
detail in the chapters further. The three step approach developed can be summarized as given
below:
4.2.1 Network Flow Design
In this section we provide the methodology to develop the network flow design based on the
product characteristics and the stochastic demand considerations. We utilize the risk pooling
effect in the generation of flow patterns for the SKU groups in order to effect the safety stock
requirements and thus leading towards the consolidated network. On the other hand the higher
level of consolidation gives rise to the higher transportation cost thus the model provides a
tradeoff between the safety tock holding cost and the transportation cost for the network flow
design.
4.2.2 Multi Echelon Inventory Management
In this step we develop the multi echelon inventory management system for the selected network
flow patterns for various SKU groups to reduce the overall cost of serving the customer. In order
to determine the optimal inventory policy we can use Clark-Scarf Model or Guaranteed Service
model developed by (Graves & Willems, Jan 2000). In chapter 6 we provide a description of
Guaranteed Service model and its application for the determination of Base stock Policy
parameters.
4.2.3 Shelf Management
Third and last step is to access the impact of the change in network flow and the inventory
management systems on the interface with the end customer of the supply chain. In this step we
develop methodologies to access the impact of the changes on the service parameters and
develop the models to minimize the stock-out cost by considering the level of service required
for each of the SKU segments.
Chapter 5 Network Flow Design
The first step in the procedure described in the previous section is to design the distribution
network based on product characteristics. At this stage we develop the supply chain network
design thus identifying the network flow pattern based on various considerations with an
objective to minimize distribution cost for the channel. The network flow patterns define the
flow path for the specific product groups and identify the facilities to be used for their
distribution. The development of the flow paths is based on the minimum associated cost for
distribution, service level requirements and the potential facility locations at each stage. The flow
design for an SKU can be viewed as a network configuration for the distribution of a particular
SKU in order to meet the end demand at all possible locations.
The network configuration for a SKU is defined for the minimum total distribution cost taking
into consideration the stochastic demand at various locations. The cost minimization is achieved
by utilizing the concept of risk pooling leading to the development of consolidation points within
the supply chain to deal with variation in demand as described in the previous chapter.
5.1 Model Development
The objective of this section is to develop the concepts to be deployed for the mathematical
model formulation. An attempt has been made in order to develop the intuition for the basis of
the procedure for network design.
In order to build a perspective and develop a generalized mathematical model for the
development of flow patterns we will first consider a simplified version of a generic supply chain
with characteristics similar to the situation mentioned in the problem definition.
Consider the simplified version of a generic distribution network with one warehouse, two DCs
and two stores. In order to further simplify the situation we assume that the supply chain carries a
single SKU (Say SKU #xyz). The network components have been shown in the Fig. 3 below.
Figure 3 Generic Distribution Network
Now the objective is to configure the network in terms of determining the warehouse DC
association while allowing the DC to DC material movement for the least overall supply chain
cost.
In order to define the optimal configuration we need to compare and contrast among the possible
alternatives for the network configurations to serve the end demand by considering the total cost
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of managing the supply chain. The configuration with least total cost will be the optimal
configuration for the network mentioned above. In order to achieve that we need to develop a
mathematical model that can provide us with a way to compare between the possible alternatives
and provide us with optimal solution. In order to build the basis of the model let us consider for
the simple distribution network as shown in Fig. 3 above the three possible configurations shown
in the Fig. 4 below:
K K
(b) (c)
Figure 4 Possible Network Flow Configurations
The next step is to find the total supply chain management cost in each of the above possible
configurations. The major cost factors that will determine the optimal configuration have been
mentioned below:






There are three components of transportation cost for the supply chain for the movement of a
single unit of SKU# xyz as given below;
* Movement from warehouse to DC.
* Movement from DC to DC
* Movement form DC to stores.
The movement from the DC to stores has been predefined on the basis of regional proximity and
transportation considerations and would be same for a given link between a DC and a store for
all the possible configurations. Thus it will be excluded for the model formulation but should be
considered as a constant while providing the consolidated supply chain cost in all possible cases
of network configuration.
5.1.2 Safety stock holding cost
The safety stock at the store level is determined by the end demand variation. We consider the
safety stock holding cost for the various configurations based on the lead time and demand
variation considerations for each of the SKUs.
The safety stock cost at the DC is varying as we place the safety stock at DCs in different
configurations as shown above. The change in the safety stock cost will be due to risk pooling of
demand variability subjected to the consolidation of safety stock in varying degree across the
possible configurations. Thus this cost will be an important factor for the model formulation and
analysis.
5.1.3 Pipeline inventory cost
The pipeline inventory or the inventory in transit will be different for the various configurations
due to lead time variance across the possible configurations. Thus we need to consider this factor
as a component of the model formulated.
5.2 Mathematical Model formulation:
5.2.1 Model Assumptions and Notations
5.2.1.1 Network Representation
In order to attempt the development of the model we need a system to number the nodes to
enable the mathematical representation of the supply chain. We denote the set of all nodes,
represented by serial natural numbers, as N(G) and the set of all arcs in a given network
configuration C by A(G)c provided as the output in the configuration generation algorithm
mentioned above. Further let F(i) denote the forward arc adjacency matrix of i. Symbolically
this is defined as F(i) = j: (i, j) A(G) for all nodes i in N(G).




Figure 5 Network Node Numbering
5.2.1.2 Demand Characterization
We assume that the demand at each period is an independent, normally distributed random
variable represented by mean and standard deviation. This is the only considered source of
uncertainty in the model
5.2.1.3 Stage Notations and Assumptions
Inventory policy:
The inventory management is based on periodic review and Order-up-to-level policy generally
denoted by (R,S) policy where R represents the Review Period and S is the Order-up-to-level.
The policy is implemented for all the facilities at all stages for local planning and control.
Stage Service level
The cycle service level for the echelons or stages is an exogenous input. The service levels are
defined for each stage for the fulfillment of demand at the downstream stage. Thus in a way the
upstream facility guarantees the cycle service levels for the fulfillment of downstream stage
demand.
Stage level replenishment
Inter facility movement of stock is permitted at a stage. This factor in fact complicates the matter
a lot. We need to take into consideration that the facilities at a stage may support each other in
supplying the material to the downstream stages. In this case we consider that the facility that is
supporting the other facilities carries the safety stock and get directly replenished by the
upstream stage. Demand regions represent aggregated store level demand associated with a DC
based on the regional proximity. The DC store association has been given.
Safety Stock
The safety stocks are maintained at the locations where there are direct shipments from the
warehouse. The facilities supporting other facilities carry safety stock to cover for the demand
variation arising from the supported demand regions in including the demand regions directly
supported by the other facilities within the same stage. In addition safety stock is also kept at the
end customer interface i.e. stores to meet the variable customer demand.
5.2.2 Transportation Cost
The calculation of the relevant transportation cost for the complete supply chain for a network
configuration c is given by:
Transportation cost, T = =1 (i,j)A(c)c (i * ti)
Where: Vlj = mean demand at stage j.
tij = Unit transportation cost from node i to node j.
5.2.3 Safety Stock Holding Cost
The calculation of the safety stock for a configuration c has been given as below:
Sc = =L(hikiv ~j=1(i,j)EA(G) * ij + Rj)
Where, hi = holding cost per unit at stage i.
ki = Safety factor based on the cycle service level for stage i.
• = Standard deviation of demand of SKU #xyz at stage j over a period
lij = Lead time from stage i to stage j
Ri = Review period at stage j.
v = unit SKU cost
5.2.4 Pipeline Inventory Cost
The calculation of the pipeline inventory holding cost has been given as under:
For a configuration c pipeline inventory holding cost is:
h +hi hPc : - - (ij)E A(G)c li Ij
Where, hi = holding cost per unit at stage i.
hj = holding cost per unit at stage j.
ii = Lead time from stage i to stage j
v = unit SKU cost
5.2.5 Total Fulfillment Cost
Total cost of demand fulfillment for the supply chain network configuration c is given by:
Cc = =1 q(ij)eA(C)c(j * tY) + 1( Z hikiv •)= (ij)c A(G) a2 * i + Rj)
hi+h.
+ 2 (ij)E A(G)c lij j
Now the purpose is to find the configuration c with least total fulfillment cost Cc. The
configuration will define the flow path for the SKU or SKU group.
5.3 A Solution Approach
In this section we describe an approach towards solving the problem as define and developed
above. The general steps for the solution of the above problem are given below in brief.
In order to optimize the above equation for the total supply chain cost considering various
possible configurations we can use integer programming model. The formulation and the
methodology have been given as under:
5.3.1 Model Inputs
The following are the inputs to the model:
Demand (it, OL) experienced at each facility.
Unit Transportation cost for the movement from Warehouse to each of the DCs.
Unit Transportation cost matrix for the DCs providing the cost for the movement of a single unit
of item for a particular SKU from one DC to Another.
Holding charge for the inventory at the DC level.
Service level requirements at the DC level.
Transportation time matrix for the DCs, providing the lead time for the movement of the goods
from one DC to another.
Calculation of the transportation cost:
We generate the matrix that provides the unit transportation cost in case of movement of one unit
of item from the warehouse to the store. This is generated by the addition of the DC to DC
transportation cost matrix and the transportation cost from warehouse to the DC. This gives the
total transportation cost in order to move a single unit form the warehouse to the store.
In the objective function we calculate the total transportation cost by multiplying the unit cost for
a movement by the units moved, that is equal to the mean demand at the served location.
Calculation of the Safety Stock Holding Cost:
The safety stock in this case at required at the particular location comes from the factors
mentioned below:
The variability in the demand for the served regions.
The lead time enhancement due to service provided by non associated DC, which is equal to the
time required to transfer material from the serving DC to the Served DC. We need to provide the
safety stock to cover the increase in the service lead time.
In order to calculate the total holding cost we need to figure out the overall safety stock
requirements for the given configuration. We generate a material movement matrix, providing
the material transfer from DC to DC. Thus in turn providing the total demand experienced at a
particular DC. The variability in the demand will direct the safety stock placement at the
locations directly served by the warehouse these DCs will experience the risk pooling effect for
the cases serving multiple locations.
The integer program can be formulated as given below:
Objective function:
The objective function for the optimization is the total supply chain cost that includes the
transportation cost and the safety stock holding cost for a configuration. The objective function is
given as under:
The Total supply chain cost,
c = (i,j)EA(G)c(OIj * tj) + zN=(hikiv N=(i,j)A(G) 2 * lij + R )
h +hi --
Decision Variables:
The decision variables can be represented in the form of a NxN matrix (where N is the number of
DCs) providing configuration for the DC to DC replenishment. The DC j is replenished by DC i
in case the cell joining them is 1 otherwise the cell has a '0'. Thus the DC to DC association is
represented by the binary numbers. The values in these cells are changed for obtaining the
optimized configuration.
Constraints:
The constraints for objective function of the integer program are:
The decision variables are binary.
One DC is served by only one DC.
Although we have described a simplified approach towards solving the problem but by no means
the approach is exhaustive and universal. Each case has to be locked at from the perspective of
the discussion as developed in this chapter and the solution approach should be derived from the
assumption and requirements of the system but the basic formulation would be the core of the
solution and can be utilized irrespective of the solution approach.
Chapter 6 Safety Stock Placement
In this chapter we discuss the safety stock placement in the multi echelon distribution network.
In this step we describe the second stage of the network design methodology mentioned in
chapter 4. The purpose of this step is to describe a model for the placement of safety stock at
various nodes in the distribution network for the least possible cost to meet the end customer
demand. We drive the inventory management policy from the level of safety stock requirements
at a node. In this chapter the approach provided by (Graves & Willems, Jan 2000) has been
described for the placement of safety stock within the given distribution network configuration
that we have obtained by the analysis done in the last chapter. By definition a distribution
network has only one incoming arc but can have one or more outgoing arcs. Let's assume that
the distribution network configuration given in the Fig 6 as the output of the step 1 described in
chapter 5. We describe procedure called "Guaranteed Service Model" developed by
(Graves & Willems, Jan 2000) for the determination of the safety stock requirement





Figure 6 Network Flow Configuration
6.1 Model notations and assumptions:
We use similar notations and assumptions as described in chapter 5 an overview of the same has
been mentioned below to form the basis of discussion:
6.1.1 Network representation:
We use the same network representation as give in chapter 5.
6.1.2 Demand characterization:
For the nodes with IF(i)l = 0 we assume the demand is normal, independent and identically
distributed with parameters (p, o•z). We denote qai as the variance of demand at stage i in a
single period demand that is experienced by stage j.
The total demand variance at stage j is given by:
2 = YC(i)EA(G)oi if IF(i) 2> 1
6.2 Stage cost calculation:
We need to consider the cost added during the movement of material form on stage to the other.
If vi is the cost added at sage i the holding cost at stage i has been given by:
hiV = hi(jv + Vj)
6.3 Safety stock calculations:
Let us defined Si as the service time that stage i quotes to stage j; for each stage li is the lead
time. The total replenishment lead time for stage i is given by
li = tL + Sji where (j, i) E A(G)
Assuming safety stock at stage i is denoted by Ii. We have
Ii = kI, (l1-SSy)or
j:(i,j)E A(c)
6.4 Mathematical program formulation:
In this section a mathematical model has been shown (Graves & Willems, Jan 2000) with an




Ii = ki (ij)E A(G)(Qi - Sq )O i: i e N(G),j E F(i)
It = S• + ti i:ieN(G), (j, i)E A(G)
0 <5 S 5 ii (i, j) EA(G)
Considering the above model and applying it for the configuration shown in the Fig. 6 in order to
obtain the safety factor values ki for each node for least inventory denoted by It in the equations
above.
From the safety factor (ki) derived by soling the model developed for the network configuration
as shown in fog 6.1 we derive the safety stock requirement at a node i as shown below:
Safety stock at node i, SSi= ki ac
6.5 Inventory Policy
In this section we define the inventory policy for each node in the network. Considering the
inventory policy to be Order-Up-to-level denoted by (R,S) as described in chapter 5, where R
represents the inventory review period and S denotes the Order-Up-to-Level of inventory, the
parameters for the policy can be determined by using the equations given below:
Ri: Pre determined inventory review period
Si = Xi(R+L) + kioi(R+L)= Xi(R+L) + SSi
Where, Xi(R+L) denotes the mean demand experienced by node I over period R+L
L: service time for the node i denoted by Sji (,i) E to A(G)
6.2 Summary
The model described in this chapter is presented by (Graves & Willems, Jan 2000) and has been
successfully used for the strategic safety stock placement for numerous applications. In this step
we use this model for safety stock placement for the distribution network configurations obtained
in the step 1 of our procedure as described in chapters 4 and 5. We then describe the
methodology for the determination of inventory policy parameters for each node in a given
configuration.
Chapter 7 An Extension: Shelf Management in a Retailing
Scenario
In the previous chapters we described the methodology for the network flow design and safety
stock placement. In this chapter we describe the third step in the procedure define in the chapter
4. Here we discuss and evaluate the impact of changes in the supply chain network on the end
customer facing facilities and develop a solution for a special case to describe the intent and
purpose of this step.
Here let us assume the scenario with the end customer demand served from a shelf. In order to
consider the effect of change in network configuration on shelf management aspects of store
management following general cases are considered and further analysis is provided that can be
applied to a particular situation.
7.1 Unconstrained shelf space:
In this case we assume that the shelf space is available as per the requirement and there is no
bound on the level of SKU stocking we can affect in the store. This in turn leads us to consider
two situations as mentioned below:
7.1.1 No Additional Cost
There is no cost differential involved in the shelf management at the store level with change in
stocking levels. In such a case the change in the requisite SKU inventory levels on the shelf will
not have any direct financial impact. Thus we are able to stock the SKUs as per output of the
model developed previously.
7.1.2 Marginal Cost
There is marginal cost effective to the increase in the unit of stock. In such a case clearly we can
have an estimate the total requisite financial implications of such a decision. We will certainly
compare the cost involved with saving achieved due to consolidation of DC level stock.
7.2 Constrained shelf space:
In this case the space for the stock placement is limited thus we need to analyze the on-shelf
inventory placement considering the constraint. There can be many way of providing a solution
based on various aspects few of the relevant approaches have been mentioned below;
7.2.1 Space Allocation
In this case we can utilize shelf space allocation based on the marginal profit per period. In this
method we can allocate the space for the SKU in other words we can determine the stoking
levels for each SKU based on the contribution margin per SKU unit per time period. On the basis
of the profitability analysis we can distribute the available space among the SKUs requisite on
the shelf.
7.2.2 Stocking profile based on SKU velocity
On the basis of the current space availability constraint we can remove the slow moving SKU
and provide the requisite stocking levels for the high velocity SKUs.
In the case of constrained shelf space more often than not the objective is to maximize the profit
from the whole operation or minimize the total loss due to stock-outs. Here we provide a
mathematical model for the evaluation of the safety stock for different SKU with an objective of
minimizing the total loss.
7.3 Mathematical model formulation
The model set with decision variables as k (i) is given as below:
Min 'i m(i)oa G(k)
St:
,i kaL < T
m (i): profit margin per unit of SKU i
k: Safety factor
Gu(k): Loss function- a loss function is a function that maps an event (technically an element of
a sample space) onto a real number representing the economic cost or regret associated with the
event.
at : Standard deviation of demand for SKU i
T: The total shelf capacity
In this model we determine safety factor k for each SKU while minimizing the total loss. From
the safety factor thus obtained we can determine the safety stock levels from the equation as
given below:
Safety stock for SKU i, SSi=kOaL
7.4 Summary:
The intent of this chapter is provide an intuition about the evaluation of the impact of the
changes in the supply chain network on the end customer demand interface and a model has been
developed to take the same into account in a special situation in order to minimize the total loss
due to stock-outs.
Chapter 8 A Case Study
In this section we present a case in order to show the general intent of the work done during this
study. We give an overview of the business situation that has been characterized below and
deploy the models developed in this research effort to present their application in a practical
scenario.
8.1 Business Situation
Consider a global consumer goods manufacturing firm 'A' with a large number of SKU
groups for the U.S. market. They have multiple manufacturing facilities located all
over U.S. manufacturing specialized products for the retail segment. Among other product
groups they manufacture and distribute cosmetic products. Cosmetics groups can characterized
by a large SKU base and very high cost per unit volume. Also the product life cycle for SKUs is
short as compared to an average SKU produced and distributed by the firm.
The firm 'A' supplies these goods to other firms in retail sector throughout the U.S. They
ship the material to the concerned retailer through a shared supply chain as shown in Fig. 7.
Now consider a retailer 'B' with more than 6000 stores throughout the U.S. that sells the
cosmetic products from manufacturer 'A' in the stores to end customers. The stores
are replenished by a set of distribution centers owned and operated by firm 'B'. The retailer 'B'
has dedicated fleet for transportation of the cosmetics among other SKUs carried by the stores.
The DCs of the retailer 'B' are replenished from a warehouse of the manufacturer 'A' using
LTL mode of transportation. The manufacture's warehouse is replenished by the manufacturing
unit as shown in the Fig. 7.
Firm 'B'
Figure 7 Multi Echelon distribution supply chain shared by Firm 'A' and Firm 'B'
Firm 'A'
Details of the various aspects of the stages in this shared multi echelon supply chain are given
below:
8.2 Details of Manufacturer 'A'
8.2.1 Manufacturing facility:
The firm 'A' has a single manufacturing facility which is primarily used for cosmetics
production. As per the projected demand for the month the raw material is received at the
manufacturing facility and production batch is run considering the predefined optimal batch size
depending upon the operational efficiency of the manufacturing system. Material thus prepared
is packed and sent to the warehouse.
8.2.2 Warehouse:
There is single warehouse of firm 'A' that carries inventory for cosmetics goods. The
manufactured product is shipped using dedicated fleet to the warehouse as per the monthly
forecast form the central planning department. The palletized packed material is received and is
stocked in the high rise racks after feeding data into the Warehouse Management System. On the
basis of the orders to be fulfilled from the warehouse in the day the Case full of SKUs are picked
from the Warehouse storage as per aggregated demand for the day and put on the conveyor for
transit to the processing area. As per the customer store requirements the material is being
packed and palletized on the basis of the customer DC to be shipped. The palletized material is
shipped to the particular customer DC using LTL transportation. Regular Cosmetics are shipped
from the warehouse directly to the retailer.
The new introduction cosmetics SKUs are sent to another warehouse where the shelf display
packing is done for the material.
8.3 Details of Retailer 'B'
8.3.1 Distribution Centers (DC)
The firm 'B' has fully owned 6 distribution centers as shown in the Fig. 8 below. There three
DCs that carry cosmetics SKUs as inventories in order to cover the demand variation
experienced by the retail stores. These DCs replenish cosmetics SKUs in the stores in their
region. There is a set of stores assigned to each DC for demand fulfillment based on regional
proximity and transportation considerations. The DCs as shown in Fig. 8 that does not carry
inventories of cosmetics are replenished by other DCs. The network of DC to DC replenishment
is shown in the Fig. 8.
8.3.2 Retail Stores:
There are more than 1000 stores in the region shown in the Fig. 8 supported by the 6 DCs
mentioned above. The retails stores provide material for the end customers with zero lead time
and with a very high SKU count. The retail stores carry thousands of SKUs of different groups.
Among the items carried by retail stores of firm 'B' the cosmetics group has around 800 SKUs.
The stock for cosmetic SKUs is a sum of presentation stock and safety stock. Presentation stock
represents the level of stock requirement for an SKU that is required to be on shelf for self
marketing purpose. The safety stock is carried in order to meet the demand that is uncertain and
has high variability. Generally, the fraction of stock carried as safety stock to the total on shelf
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inventory for an SKU is very low. The stores do not carry any backroom inventories for the
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Figure 8 Cosmetics Distribution network (Firm 'B')
8.4 Demand fulfillment and inventory management in the supply chain:
The fulfillment cycle starts with the corporate planning department of firm 'A'. The planning
department generates a forecast for the monthly demand and provides the SKU breakup to
manufacturing unit. The manufacturing unit uses the projections and plans production
accordingly. They monthly requirement is manufactured in one batch generally and the furnished
goods are sent to be stored at the warehouse. The warehouse of firm 'A' fulfills the orders
generated by the various warehouses directly with a service time of 9 days. The ordering process
at the DCs of firm 'B' is based on the Base stock inventory management policy. Thus DCs
determines the current inventory on hand every week and places an order equal to the difference
between the order-up-to level (pre decided for an SKU) and the current inventory level for the
same SKU. In turn a DC receives an order from a concerned store and fulfills the demand of the
store with a service time of 3 days. The ordering at the store level is done in the similar way as in
DCs. A DC that does not carry inventory receives material from other DC a day before the
material is set to the concerned stores. Thus in effect the lead timed for the stores associated with
DC that does not carry the cosmetics inventory is generally 1 day more than the other stores.
8.4 Problem Definition
Now the issue at hand is to design the distribution network as mentioned above for the least
supply chain management cost. The problem in effect is to identify the optimal flow network for
the cosmetics SKUs through the supply chain and determine the inventory levels required at the
various nodes in the network to fulfill the end customer demand at a desired 98% service level.
8.5 Data and Analysis
In this section we provide perspective about the application of the models developed in the study
by using the case we discussed in the chapter 8. We provide an overview of the data collected
and display the application of the models at all the three levels in the multi echelon supply chain
optimization procedure described in chapter 4.
8.6 Data
The following data has been collected from the Firm 'A' and Firm 'B' regarding the
management of the shared supply chain:
Firm 'A'
a) SKU shipments from the warehouse of firm 'A' to the various DCs of firm 'B'.
b) Inventory policies and SKU-wise inventory level at the warehouse of firm 'A'.
c) Transportation cost from warehouse of firm 'A' to various DCs of firm 'B'.
d) Lead time for the warehouse from the manufacturing for various SKUs and lead time for the
replenishment of SKUs at the firm 'B' DCs.
Firm 'B'
a) Inventory policies and the actual inventory levels for various SKUs at DC and Store levels.
b) Lead time for the replenishment of SKUs from a DC to the Stores.
c) Transportation cost from DC to the stores.
d) Demand variability for various SKUs region-wise.
8.7 Network Flow Design
Considering the procedure developed in the chapter 4 the first step in the process is to develop
the network flow for various SKU segments to minimize the overall supply chain management
cost. We have described in part the analysis for this step. We first conduct the inventory analysis
to access the current situation and develop insights into the inventory management procedures
currently maintained. Then provide an analyses regarding SKU segmentation. In the end we
develop the network flow using the model developed in chapter 5 for various SKU segments.
8.7.1 Inventory Analysis
We conducted the inventory analysis at all levels of the supply chain in order to develop insights
into the current inventory management practices used at all echelons and facilities. In the Fig 9
inventory snapshot for the week 42 in a financial year for the firm 'B' has been shown.
The graph clearly indicates the high levels of inventory at the store level and the DC level. The
stores carry the inventory in two forms the safety stock and the presentation stock, thus the high
level of stocking of SKUs at the store level certainly is justified form marketing point of view.
We can focus our attention on the reduction of inventory at the DC level, from the graph we can
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Figure 9 Inventory snapshot for Firm 'B' at week 42 (BOH- Inv. Balance-on-Hand)
8.7.2 SKU Segmentation
Considering the variation in the SKU characteristics we need to figure the matching network
flow patterns in the supply chain. In order to take in to consideration the SKU level
characteristics we need to segment the SKU into groups with similar characteristics so that we
can develop network flow for the group. We segment the cosmetics SKU in three segments
based on the aggregate velocity profile at the store level as shown in Fig. 10. The first segment
includes the 50 % of the SKUs representing about 17 % of the total demand. The second group
consists of about 43 % of the SKUs representing approximately 57 % of the demand. The third
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Figure 10 SKU Segmentation based on velocity profile
Based on the segmentation as developed above we analyze the total consumer demand
experienced by each DC for each segment of SKUs. The data generated has been shown in the
Table 1 and also the standard deviation of demand for each SKU segment for each DC has been
given.
DT IN MA NJ PA WN
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
3525 1763 5385 2692 5241 2621 8553 4276 4162 2081 8426 4213
8627 4314 12017 6009 11582 5791 20771 10386 11484 5742 19802 9901
5525 2763 7071 3535 7134 3567 13369 6684 6739 3370 12982 6491




Now for each segment we developed we need to apply the model mentioned in the chapter 5 for
the determination of flow paths for the SKUs within that segment. The Fig 11 shows the flow
path for the cosmetics SKUs developed by application of the mathematical model developed in
the chapter 5. In essence the Fig 11 depicts the DCs of form 'B' which should be directly served
by the firm 'a warehouse and where the inventories should be maintained in ore to cover for the
variability in end customer demand. We used nonlinear multi integer programming to minimize
the total relevant cost for the network considering the variation in the demand at the store level.
In this case the flow path shown in the Fig is found to be optimal for all the three SKU segments
mentioned. We also conducted sensitivity analysis based on the change in demand level for
various SKUs segments and the variability in demand, the network flow shown is found to be






Figure 11 Optimized Flow Network







Table 2 Firm 'B' DC Codes
8.8 Multi Echelon Inventory Management:
In this section we developed the inventory policy parameters based on them, multi echelon
inventory management consideration as described in the chapter 6. The basic idea is to figure out
the safety stock levels at the facilities upstream based on the demand variability at the end
customer interface and the lead time for various facilities. By using the dynamic "Guaranteed
service model" as described in the chapter 6 we first find out the safety factor (k) for each facility
as show in the Table 3. From the safety factory we calculate the safety stock requirements and
the order-up-to-levels considering the use of base stock policy with 1 week pre determined
review period.
Nodel k SD of Demand Mean Demand Safety Stock Order-up-to-Level
DT 1.2 1763 3525 2115 3525
IN 1.1 2693 5385 2962 5385
MA 1.01 2621 5241 2647 5241
NJ 1.01 4277 8553 4319 8553
PA 1.01 2081 4162 2102 4162
WN 1.01 4213 8426 4255 8426
Table 3 Inventory management parameters
8.9 Shelf Stock Management
In this section we describe the application of the third step in the procedure shown in the chapter
4. In this step based on the demand variability and the margin per unit each SKU on the shelf we
level the safety factor and in turn the safety stock required at the shelf for each SKU in order to
minimize the total stock out cost for the shelf. The results from the optimization for one store
have been shown in Table 4. The data shows the values of k for various levels of shelf space
available (in feet and total qty of SKUs in number of units) and the respective optimized safety
stock levels based on the model developed in chapter 7.
SKU SD of Demand k (for values of T in ft. & Qty) Safety Stock
n T20/150 T=15/125 T=10/100 Tm5/80 T="20/1SO T=15/125 T=10/100 T=5/80
1 10 1.2 0.92 0.59 0.46 12 9 6 5
2 30 1.1 0.84 0.56 0.52 33 25 17 163 35 1.02 0.87 0.71 0.67 36 30 25 234 25 0.98 0.91 0.75 0.42 25 23 19 115 20 1.2 0.97 0.85 0.67 24 19 17 136 20 1.01 0.91 0.82 0.64 20 18 16 13
Total 149 125 100
Table 4 SKU safety stock levels
8.10 Summary
In this chapter we described the application of the procedure and models we developed during
the course of this research effort on a case we considered. An attempt has been made in order to
provide an intuition about the application of the work done during this study on real life
situation. We have described the stepwise application of each stage in the procedure defined in
the chapter 4.
Chapter 9 Review and Conclusions
In his chapter we summarize the work described in this thesis. We first provide a comprehensive
summary of the research done. In the second section we highlight some of the important
characteristics of this work. Finally, the last section points out some opportunities for future
extensions to this work.
9.1 Review of the work
In this study we considered the problem of network flow design and safety stock placement for a
multi echelon supply chain. We developed a three stage procedure to comprehensively optimize
the supply chain considering the stochastic demand at the end customer interface. In the first step
we develop network flow patterns for SKU groups based on SKU group characteristics and
optimize the flow patter with respect to total fulfillment cost considering variation in end
customer demand. In the second step utilizing the guaranteed service model developed by
(Graves & Willems, Jan 2000) we develop the inventory management policies for each facility
based on multi echelon inventory management techniques. In the third step we provide an
overview of the management of shelf which serves as in interface between the end customer and
the supply chain. We develop procedure to minimize the total stock out cost aggregating over the
SKUs kept on the shelf.
9.2 Contributions of the work
The procedure mentioned above provides a comprehensive methodology along with
mathematical tools for the optimization of a multi-echelon supply chain with stochastic demand
at the end customer level. Major contributions of the study have been mentioned below:
* This work provides a comprehensive procedure for the deployment of multi echelon
techniques for supply chain design.
* Provides a mathematical model for the development of flow patterns on the basis of SKU
characteristics for a multi echelon supply chain.
* Safety stock placement methodology has been described in order to set up inventory
policies at each facility.
* Shelf management aspect has been successfully developed and integrated into the supply
chain design considerations in order to provide the maximum value for the firm.
* The procedure developed has the capability to be implemented with a great ease in cases
when more often than not we have supply chain shared between multiple firms.
9.3 Future Extensions
Given below are few of the recommendation for future extensions of this work:
* The three stage procedure mentioned can be developed in a more integrative way by
utilizing advanced operations research tools.
* The model developed in chapter 5 for the network flow determination can be further
developed providing more detailed method of optimizing for the least fulfillment cost.
* Shelf management aspect described in the chapter 7 can be further developed in order
to take into consideration all the possibilities and develop models for evaluation of
SKU safety stock on shelf.
Chapter 10 Summary of Notations
Q*: Economic order Quantity (EOQ)
XL : Average demand over lead time
aL : Standard deviation of forecast over lead time
k : Safety factor (based on required service level)
SS: Safety Stock (kaL)
Reorder point (s) = xL + ka L
Order upto level (S) = s+ Q*
R: Review period
xR+L: Average demand over time (R + L)
aR+L: Standard deviation of demand over time (R + L)
L : Lead time for replenishment sat installation j
y: Average period demand
a : Standard deviation of period demand
ej : Non-negative echelon holding cost per unit and period at installation j
hj: Holding cost per unit and period at installation j; hi = el + e2; h2 = e2
bl: Shortage cost per period
ILj: Installation stock inventory level at installation j just before the period demand
ILl: Echelon stock inventory level at installation j just before the period demand
D (n): Stochastic demand during n periods
Y2 : Echelon stock inventory level at installation 2 in period just before the period demand
y, : Echelon stock inventory level at installation 1 in period t+ L2 just before the perios demand
-t = mean demand at stage j.
tij = Unit transportation cost from node i to node j.
hi = holding cost per unit at stage i.
ki = Safety factor based on the cycle service level for stage i.
ao = Standard deviation of demand of SKU #xyz at stage j over a period
lij = Lead time from stage i to stage j
Rj = Review period at stage j.
v = unit SKU cost
m (i): profit margin per unit of SKU i
k: Safety factor
Gu (k): Loss function
aL : Standard deviation of demand for SKU i
T: The total shelf capacity
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